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December 2, 1974
SUBJECT:

PRESIDENTIAL HNERGY BRIEFING

~nen

is L~e President going to have his briefing on the
energy situation?
:;uiDAc..~CE:

As ycu know, the staff work for Project Independe.::ce
was co3pleted just a few weeks ago. The Ener~y
Res::·:.:=ces Council staff is in the process of
re~~Ning comments from federal agencies and the
D-~~~c.
This work will be completed by the middle
Y.::cember, at which time the President will be
?rc.~ded with a complete briefing along with specific
c:~o~s for decision.
We have said that the
?res~dent plans to have a comple~ed national
e=er~J program after the first of the year.

c=

JGC

December 2, 1974
FRANK ZARB•GETS MIXED
RECEPTION AS NEW ENERGY CHIEF

SUBJECT:

According to a story in this morning's New York Times, Frar_~
Zarb has left both admirers and critics behind him during his
~ew York rise c::: ~'iall Street.
The Times mentions Mr. Zarb 's
=ole at the brc~erage firm of Goodbody and Company, where he
~eld a key exec~~ive position in the 1960's.
The firm collapsed
a~id a welte= c= paperwork about a year after Mr. Zarb left in
::..969.
Ot.'l.e= c=itics point to a fraud case involving one of his
=o~~r Wall Street employers, then called Hayden Stone Inc.
Was t.'l.e
Coz:toa..l'lv

P=esi~~t
a..'"l~ =..:-.:-~en

GC::JA.;."\"CE:

aware of Mr. Zarb's role at Goodbody and
and Stone?

_.::e:oe are all old stories and it is my understa.-:a.i:l::r
goes back to the middle 60's.

~~~~his

~=~::..d just point out that Mr.
:e~;~ two full field FBI checks,

:

Zarb has had at
and possibly three,
~~ ~2is has been carefully covered and checked o~t
:::-- ~--=m.
I think you' 11 also find that for every
==~~~= of Mr. Zarb's, there will be a dozen people
-.-:::.::: .::re ready to compliment him.
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December 5, 1974
CANADIAN OIL IMPORTS

SUBJECT:

Isn't true that even though Canada has authorized the exports
to the United States of some 900,000 barrels per day of oil,
because some Canadian Provinces have already cut off oil exports
to the u.s., we are actually importing much less oil thar. that
from Canada?
GUIDANCE:

/(J~f

a_ ;.,(lP

1.c::_

-f.C( c i-c. t/

It is my understanding that the U.S. is importing
somewhat less than the 900,000 barrels authorized
from Canada.
I am told that the major reason for
less oil being shipped from Canada is twofold:
the first reason is that the Canadian oil prices
are considerably higher than our domestic prices,
and even higher in some cases than the Arab oil
imports, and therefore many have shied away from
importing Canadian oil because of the high price.
1t ~econd faetsr i~ the :rednred amount of imports
from Canada is the fact that having anticipated
Canada 1 s phase-out of oil imports to the United
States, and with the announcement on Noverrber 22,
many refineries and users of Canadian oil began
during the last several weeks searching £or alternative sources of oil, and this again has resulted
in a further reduction in the amount of oil
imported from Canada. Therefore, these are the
major reasons for the lower import figures than
actually authorized from Canada, and I have no
knowledge that certain Provinces within Canada
have already begun cutting off U.S. imports.

JGC

December 5, 1974
SUBJECT:

ENERGY CONSERVATION EFFORTS LAG

According to a story in this morning's Wall Street Journal,
Ron Nessen yesterday conceded that voluntary energy conservation
efforts probably would not achieve President Ford's goal of
reducing oil imports 1,000,000 barrels per day by the end of 1975.
Did you say that we will not achieve the 1,000,000 barrel rer
day reduction, and if so, why?
GUIDANCE:

~vhat

The response I gave yesterday to a question was that
the "Progress towards reducing oil imports is probably not as satisfactory as the President had hoped
it would be."

do your figures show regarding a decrease in oil_ imports?

GUIDANCE:

Secretary Morton, Frank Zarb, and FEA are in the
process of developing a new system of reporting
oil imports, and the demand for petroleum products.
The new system has been agreed upon and will become
effective within the next week and made public at
the same time. The President ~i~ La3ja reeei~±i~
:t:epCHLS"USing the eld form~t, ~will in the next
week, begin receiving reports under a more complete
reporting system. Therefore, it is too early to
see any trend in the amount of oil imports.

Does the President expect a reduction in oil
1,000,000 barrels per day in 1975?
GUIDANCE:

Wh~!:_is

The President still expects to reduce oil consumption
1,000,000 barrels per day over the projected
consumption for 1975.

the projected consumption for.l975?

GUIDANCE:

17.6 million barrels per day

What is the consumption for 1974?
GUIDANCE:

consumption~

16.6 million barrels per day
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December 5, 1974
SUBJECT:

ENERGY CONSERVATION EFFORTS LAG

According to a story in this morning's Wall Street Journal,
Ron Nessen yesterday conceded that voluntary energy conservation
efforts probably would not achieve President Ford's goal of
reducing oil imports 1,000,000 barrels per day by the end of 1975.
Did you say that we will not achieve the 1,000,000 barrel per
day reduction, and if so, why?
GUIDANCE:

The response I gave yesterday to a question was that
the "Progress towards reducing oil imports is probably not as satisfactory as the President had hoped
it would be."

What do your figures show regarding a decrease in oil imports?
GUIDANCE:

Secretary Morton, Frank Zarb, and FEA are in the
process of developing a new system of reporting
oil imports, and the demand for petroleum products.
The new system has been agreed upon and will become
effective within the next week and made public at
the same time. The President will begin receiving
reports using the old format, and will in the next
week, begin receiving reports under a more complete
reporting system. Therefore, it is too early to
see any trend in the amount of oil imports.

Does the President expect a reduction in oil consumption of
1,000,000 barrels per day in 1975?
GUIDANCE:

The President still expects to reduce oil consumption
1,000,000 barrels per day over the projected
consumption for 1975.

What is the projected consumption for 1975?
GUIDANCE:

17.6 :million barrels per day

What is the consumption for 1974?
GUIDANCE:

16.6 million barrels per day
JGC
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December 6, 1974
SUBJECT:

JACKSON BILL.GIVES
PRESIDENT AUTHORITY TO
RATION GASOLINE

Senator Jackson has introduced legislation to authorize
rationing and other emergency energy conservation measures.
According to the stories, there is an apparent tacit endorsement from the White House.
Does the President want a stand-by authority to ration gasoline?
GUIDANCE:

As you may recall, legislation was introduced
March 10, 1974, the Special Energy Act, which
would provide stand-by authority for mandatory
conservation measures.
Included in these conservation measures was the authority to ration gasoline.
It is my understanding that Frank Zarb, when asked
this same question at his confirmation hearings
a few days ago, said that we would not object to
having the authority to ration gasoline at this
time, but felt that a better approach would be to
ask Congress at the time we felt a rationing system
should be implemented and explain to them the
reasons for our feelings, and the method of implementation. However, if there is a rationing provision,
we would not reject the legisl~tion because of this.

Do you support Jackson's energy bill and who has he talked to
here at the ~'Vhi te House to get the endorsement?
GUIDANCE:

Representatives of the Administration have discussed
the stand-by energy bill with Senator Jackson from
time to time. Yesterday afternoon, we received
Senator Jackson's letter to the President which
solicits the
Administration's support
for the bill which Senator Jackson introduced
yesterday. vJe will now review that bill as soon
as possible and respond to the Senator.

(More)

December 6, 1974
ENERGY'BRIEFING FOR
THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT:

For Announcement
Secretary Morton and Frank Zarb will meet with the President
tomorrow morning at 10:30 a.m. The purpose of their meeting.
will be to outline to the President the nation's energy
problems, broad strategies for responding to these problems,
and review· the types of decisions the President will be faced
with between December 7 and January 1. No decisions are
expected to be made at this background briefing.
Who will attend the meeting?
GUIDANCE:

It is my understanding that attending with the
President will be Don Rumsfeld, Dr. Kissinger,
and Secretary Simon.

r
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December 6, 1974
SUBJECT:

ENERGY POLICY DEVELOPMENT

On Wednesday, December 4__,_ a meeting was held in the White
House with energy experts from OMB and approximately fifteen
departments and agencies. Assignments were given for developing
staff papers on various energy issues and policy options identified
by the Energy Resources Council Executive Director and his staff.
These agencies are to complete most staff papers by Friday,
December 13. These papers will provide the necessary information
and staff work for a working meeting at Camp David.
On December 14 and 15, there will be a c~d::iii t B!df!V~d working
sess~on at Camp Dav~d for two days to assess the issue papers,
evaluate the options, and develop a tentative set of recommendations. Mr. Frank Zarb, as Executive Director of the Energy
Resources Council will chair the meeting.
The work of this group will then be presented to the Energy
Resources Council meeting on Monday, December 16. The Energy
Resources Council will evaluate the recommendations and major
alternatives to the recommendations and develop a final package
of options-to be submitted to the President.
December 17 through the 28, the President and his staff will
review the recommendations. The decisions of the President
will probably be made in the context of his State of the Union
'message.
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December 6, 1974
SUBJECT:

JACKSON BILL GIVES
PRESIDENT AUTHORITY TO
RATION .GASOLINE

Senator Jackson has introduced legislation to authorize
rationing and other emergency energy conservation measures.
According to the stories, there is an apparent tacit endorsement from the White House.
Does the President want a stand-by authority to ration gasoline?
GUIDANCE:

As you may recall, legislation was introduced
March 10, 1974, the Special Energy Act, which
would provide stand-by authority for mandatory
conservation measures.
Included in these conservation measures was the authority to ration gasoline.
It is my understanding that Frank Zarb, when asked
this same question at his confirmation hearings
a few days ago, said that we would not object to
having the authority to ration gasoline at this
time, but felt that a better approach would be to
ask Congress at the time we felt a rationing system
should be implemented and explain to them the
reasons for our feelings, and the method of implementation. However, if there is a rationing provision,
we would not reject the legisl~tion because of this.

Do you support Jackson's energy bill and who has he talked to
here at the White House to get the endorsement?
•"

GUIDANCE:

Representatives of the Administration have discussed
the stand-by energy bill with Senator Jackson from
time to time. Yesterday afternoon, we received
Senator Jackson's letter to the President which
solicits the
Administration's support
for the bill which Senator Jackson introduced
yesterday. We will nm.,r review that bill as soon
as possible and respond to the Senator.

(More)

PAGE 2

JACKSON BILL-GAS RATIONING

Didn't the Senator basically take your previous legislation
and introduce it?
GUIDANCE:

It is our understanding that the Senator did
take basically our bill, but added various
amendments to it. Some of the amendments need
a more thorough review so we can have a better
understanding of just what they mean.
(For
example, apparently one amendment calls for the
establishment of a stragetic petroleum stockpile.
We feel this is not the time to be buying oil
on the markets at today's prices in sufficient
quantities to store enough oil for three years'
· use.)

Did the White House agree on this compromise legislation?
GUIDANCE:

From reading Senator Jackson's letter of yesterday,
the fourth paragraph begins with, "It is my earnest
hope that your Administration will be able to support
this measure." Therefore, I think this is selfexplanatory.
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December 9, 1974
SUBJECT:

OIL - 1969-1974
Domestic Production
Domestic Consumption
Foreign Imports

The figures listed below are the average number of barrels
per day, for the years 1969 through 1974. The 1974 figures
are the average, through August. The import figures for
1974 will rise somewhat when final figures for 1974 are in.
The figures below are in thousands (add three zeros) .
Year

Domestic
Production

Domestic
Consumption

Foreign
Imports

1969

10,828

14,137

3,166

1970

11,297

14,697

3,419

1971

11,156

15,213

3,925

1972

11,185

16,367

4,741

1973

10,925

17,254

6,202

1974

10,375

16,546

6,458

As you can see by the above, domestic production peaked
in 1970 and has essentially declined since then.
Domestic consumption peaked in 1973 and has appeared to
subside somewhat in 1974.
Of course, the figures show a steady increase in import.
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December 11, 1974

FRA.t~K

EARB '

The Foster Idea
When Zarb said that we "are going to have to go down that road
some distance" he was agreeing with the notion that we had to use
the best combined-talents of the private sector, academi_a,.·
and government to get the energy job done. He certainly did
not endorse a concept of contracting with the private sector
above and beyond the methods and levels normally used by
government.
Jack Anderson Story
1. During the last 6 years Zarb spent 3 years with the federal
government and 3 years . as a senior executive with Hayden Stone
Inc, the Hayden Stone Company that is now in existence.
2. During the last 3 years Frank has had at least 3 full-field
investigations as part of his clearance for various government
posts. He has gotten good marks in each case.

GAS RATIONING -JANUARY 1

Q.

12/11/74

Was the Co-Chairman of the President• s Citizen• s Action
Committee speaking for

th~

President when he said gas ration-

ing might start January 1?
A.

We have been in contact with Mr. William Meyer who said that
that was a prediction which he had made solely on his own and he
thoug~

he had made it clear that it was not a Committee predic-

tion, and that he was not speaking for the Administration in any
manner, shape or form.

Q.

Is gas rationing under serious consideration as Mr. Meyer also
said?

A.

No recommendation has been made to the President.

As you know,

the Energy Resources Council is looking at a whole range of options
and I understand that Secretary Morton said that gas rationing
is one of the options.

(FYI:

Morton said, through his spokesman,

that the President has already indicated that he will make his
energy decisions and announce them sometirre in mid-January
which precludes the possibility of gas rationing starting January 1.
Morton also was quoted on the Today Show as saying, in regard
to an increase in federal gas tax,
other alternatives fir st.

11

)

11

I think we have to look at

December 11, 1974

FR.AJ.'\fK ZARB

The Foster Idea
When Zarb said that we "are going to have to go down that road
some distance" he was agreeing with the notion th~t we had to use
the best combined-talents of the private sector, academia,..
and government to get the energy job done. He certainly did
not endorse a concept of contracting with the private sector
above and beyond the methods and levels normally used by
government.
Jack Anderson Story
1. During the last 6 years Zarb spent 3 years with the federal
government and 3 years : as a senior executive with Hayden Stone
Inc, the Hayden Stone Company that is now in existence.
2. During the last 3 years Frank has had at least 3 full-field
investigations as part of his clearance for various government
posts. He has gotten good marks in each case.

December 13, 1974

ANDREW GIBSON

Q.

Why was Andrew Gibson at the White House?
A. As you recall, when the name of Andrew Gibson was withdrawn
for FEA Administrator, the President indicated that the investigation
into the allegations concerning Mr. Gibson 1 s financial arrangements
would go forward. Mr. Gibson was in Washington and came by the
White House to check on the progress of these investigations.
(FYI: He saw Cheney and Areeda)

Q.

When will the investigation be completed?
A. I have no specific date, but I can as sure you it will be completed
'
as sonn as possible.

Q.

Will the President give him another job in the Administration?
A. As the President indicated in his letter to Mr. Gibson, he
would like to of fer him a job in the Administration. However,
no decision has been made on this.

(EXCHANGE OF LETTERS ATTACHED)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NOVEMBER 12, 1974

Office of the White House Press Secretary

---------------------~------~----------------------------------THE WHITE HOUSE
EXCHANGE OF LETTERS BETWEEN THE PRESI.QENT
1
AND ANDREW' E. GIBS'ON
'. '

November 1'2, 1974
\

."

·-:;

.

Dear· Andy: · ·
... . .

I ,.

'

.o

.

'·

.

~--

I have your letter asking th'at your name be withdra..ivn as a candid~te
for 'Administrator of the Federal Energy Administration~. and I accept
it with the deepest regret.. As you· recdgniZe in your letter, the
·
national interest requires that the; Fede.ral Energy Administration
have 'new leadership as swift'ly as poisible. · The energy problems. we
confront are of such a magnitude. ;is' to· render unacceptable any undue
delays in the nomination and confirmation process. It is therefore
my intention to announce a new nominee for this important post very
soon.
I want you to lolow of my continuing high regard. for your abiiides. You
did not seek the post of the Federal Energy AcJministration Administrator;
we sought you out bee'ause of your proveii rec'ord as a superio~ govern- .
ment manager during your tenure ·a.t the Commerce Department. You
agreed to serve, if nominated and comir:tned,; out of a. ~pirit of patriotism
and a desire to se!ve the public interest.
••

\'

:•,

I

')

, •.

f

'•

~

It would be unfair to you tcfleave unanswered the charges made against
you. li 1 tbe?efore,: bttend•to have-·the 'FBI irlvestigation~ ,,wtiich was.,
routinely begun on the date that you were announced, run to. its completion and, when appropriate, to appoint you to another responsible
position in government. We needpe'ople in public service of your
ability and your experience.
With warm regards,
Sincerely,

GERALD R. FORD
(MORE)

- 2 -

November 12, 1974

Dear President Ford:
The existence of the agreement between mys.elf and Interstate Oil
Transport Company under which 1 resigned as President in April of
this year has raised the question of whether this contract would impair
my ability to discharge impartially my responsibilities as Federal
Energy Administrator. A review of this contract will show that the
obligations of the company to me are specific and unconditional and I
therefore believe that this contract would not inhibit the discharge of
my official responsibilities as Federal Energy Administrator. Nevertheless, because of its existence it seems apparent that aay hearing on
my confirmation will be a lengthy.matter, . Believing as I do that, the
energy problems facing our nation are critical and require prompt and
effective leadership, 1 am reluctantly compelleq to conclude that a
lengthy confirmation he~ring would. not be in the best interests of the
nation. Accordingly, I request that my name not be transmitted to· the
Senate for t}le position of Federal Energy Administrator.
Other questions have been raised with r.espect to the propriety of my
conduct during the course of my tenure as Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Maritime .Affairs. I have every confidence that the
FB·I investigation now underway will demonst.rate the complete absence
of any substance to. such allegations. l;ndeed,. were· such allegations
the only obstacle to my confirmation, I should feel quite differ.ently
about _the withdrawal of my name. Therefore.,. I respectfully request
that the FBI investigation continue an<J be comple~ed promptly.
I greatly appreciate the confidence you have shown in selecting me for
the position as Administrat.or of the Federal Energy. Administration.
It would be an honor to have the opportunity of serving the nation in
some other position.
Sincerely,

ANDREW £. GIBSON

# ##

•

December 17, 1974

CAMP DAVID ENERGY MEETING

When can we expect the President to receive the report from the
energy people who met at Camp David over the weekend?

Q.

A.

I would expect it to be delivered to the President sometime
later this week.
(FYI: The report is scheduled to be given to the President
by Zarb and Morton on Thursday. There is a chance
they may see him earlier to give him a brief overview
in advance of the full report.)

Q.

Why the delay?
A.

LS:jah

There is no delay.
The group met over the weekend. They
are in the provess of putting their report together and getting
it in final form for the President.

December 17, 1974

FRANK ZARB AND ENERGY QUESTIONS

Q:

A:

Why was Frank Zarb sworn in quietly in an unannounced ceremony
Friday night when he is going to have an official ceremony tomorrow?
Zarb was sworn in on Friday so that he would be officially empowered

to issue directives and sign other documents so that the Federal
Energy Administration would continue to function efficiently.
Q:

What has he done since being sworn in?

A:

Among other activities, Zarb has appointed Eric Zausner who is
an Assistant Administrator to the post of Acting Deputy Administrator.
That was done today.

Q:

Will an Energy Option Paper, which was drafted at Camp David over
the weekend, be presented to the President tomorrow?

A:

The President had asked for the report by the end of the week.
I would expect it to be given to the President on Thursday.
(See attached transcript of your Friday, December sixth briefing
regarding the timetable. ) (The report was originally suppose
to go to the President tomorrow, but Kissinger could not be at the
meeting because he is testifying so the meeting was postponed
until Thursday. )

Q:

Could you tell us what is in the report?

A:

No, other than to say it will be a tough, balanced program which
presents the President with a wide range of options.

Q:

When will the President make his decisions?

A:

Sometime between the time he receives the report and the State
of the Union message. At which time I look for them to be
announced. (Is this true?)

- 2 -

Q:

Regarding the Camp David meeting last weekend, why were
wives accompanying husbands if it was to be a working session?

A:

It was a working session and I might point out that many of the

officials working on this program have been working six and seven
days a week and it gave them a chance to see a little more of
their families than they would normally. They are billed for
their meals and drinks. Although they are not charged for
their accommodations because the officials would then be able
to charge their agencies for out of town travel expenses.

.··.•·

'

: '·.

... -1

PETROLEUM

PRICES

Q.

How much are gasoline and other petroleum products
ultimately going to cost, and have you proposed any
incentives other than price increases to conserve
fuel?

A.

Petroleum product prices will increase on an average
of 10¢ per gallon. We have proposed regulations that
would prevent refiners from passing through more than
a proportional share of their cost increases on
products like heating oil·-- for which there are
no alternatives. This means that gasoline prices
might rise more than other fuel products but then
heating oil increases w0uld be less.
l~t:'ion

to conservation by prie.inq, we have
proposed legislation making thermal efficiency
standards mandatory for new homes and new commercial
buildings. Such legislation would save us an
estimated half a million barrels of oil per day in
1985 •.

For existing dwellings, the President has proposed
a 15% tax credit to every American. homeowner who
installs or improves insulation. This would save
us over 500,000 barrels of oil per day by 1985.
Another conservation program is our agreement, to be
monitored under public scrutiny, to increase automobile miles per gallon by 40% by the 1980 model
year. By slightly modifying our auto emission
standards, we can in this way save 1 million barrels
of oil per day by 1985.
Finally, we will be working with major appliance
manufacturers to develop a 20% average improvement
in fuel efficiency in home appliances by 1980. This
measure would save over half a million barrels of oil
per day by 1985, and goes hand-in-hand with the
President's proposal to enact a law to place mandatory
energy efficiency labels on all autos and applicances.

l/

Research

F.C::A.

Servic::2 Stu-:iy

Action

Cost lc<L:l}_vsis

Oil
PetroleQ8.Fees and
.Lx~ise

':3.:-:es

Decontr.ol of Old Oil

$11.19

$12 .. 6

ll.O

13.01.

o.
$ _?"")...... .r

$24.20

Natu::::-al Gas

.

-

$ 7.1

$ 8. 3 6 :.:·

Excise Ta..'<

Deregulation of New Gas

.7
$13.76

.$ 7.8

Coal
·.Price· Increase

$ 5.2

(l.i:>t-'<;
,-. c.· A-· r;.

fev><•,
,~ Tf,

"' .c-;./ 14; .,

Changes

1n

Accounting·

$ 0.0

,,

~~--J·olrcu_,.~L/

-\

.j ~ ""f /

Utility· -·

Inclusion of Construction
\•lark in Progress {CHIP)
in Rate Base
Inc!.usion of Pollution
Control Equipment in
Rate Base

$.6.8

1.0
$ 7 .• 8

$ O.<J

f)
1/

Calculations for both studies are

co~trasted in the
section discussing the assu...u_?tio::s o:: th2 analyses.

--,
• !

A-58

QUESTION - What are you going to do about the energy program if the outcome of the Consumers and Producers meeting results in a drop in the price
of o)l to $8 a barrel?

•

FURTHER INFO

- First, let me say that I would be delighted to
see the price of oil drop to about $8 per barrel.
This figure is in the approximate range where we
believe the price of oil will settle in several
years. hThile I do not believe $8 a barrel oil
will create the necessity to formally establish
a universal downside risk plan, the President's
progra~ does make provision for protection of domestic exploration and development in the Energy
Development Security Act of 1975. We anticipate
no interruption of our domestic plans if the
price drops to $8.

Title IX, (Energy Development Security Act of
1975) of the proposed Energy Independence Act
of 1975 takes into account the need for lcnq terD
.capital corn..rni tments for the development :>f petroleum supplies. The plan would autho~ize the Pressident to adopt appropriate measures to prevent
the prices of imported oil from fallinq to such levels
as to substantially deter development of petroleum resources or to threaten to cause substantial
increases in consumtion.

';?

COST . TO

·-7··~-f

C

~. ~- -._ :~-~

.

THB

"AVERAGE

FAMILY"

Q.

You originally calculated that the average family
would pay an additional $275. per year under the
President's program. Then you revised the figure
to $345 peryear. Meanwhile, critics have charged
that the average family will pay an additional $800
per year. Why did you revise upward your own figure,
and why are some saying that the cost will be nearly.
2-1/2 times as great?

A.

That $275 figure is still the most we feel the program
will cost the average family in the first year. This
includes·a·direct cost-- in petroleum products-- of
$171 and an indirect cost of $104. Tbe $345 figure
represents what we feel is the worst possible situation,
with the highest possible number of indirect costs
being passed·· . .• through to the consumer. It represents
an additional $70 in increased costs that we don't
think will ever reach the consumer's pocket. We are
basing our figures upon historical data, which indicates that most businesses and industries -- one example is the auto industry-- do not pass through·lOO%
of cost increases.
·
The $800 figure mentioned is based upon a different
set of statistical data, some'of which are either
erroneous or irrelevant. For example, it premises
its findings on there being 55 million households,
when there are actually 70 million households. Also,
it assumes that half of the coal required will rise
in price equivalent to the oil taxes, when in fact
80% of coal is on long-term contract.

(
\

.. ·.

Table 2
t~e Increased Direct Energv
Per 1~ousehold t;·tJ y

Gasoline &
Hotor Oil
~.·
·-:::----..)

Heating
Oil

Natural
Gas

Electricity

@Y ~

Total

-~

cW

83

54

East ·North Central

107

19

West North Central

126

13

36

12

@)

Sou·th Atlantic

118

10

14

12

154

East. Sou·th Central

116

2

19

5

142

~'iest

116

0

27

CW>

185

3

37

10

(jjl).

102

3

30

. 16

151

$109

$ 19

$30

$13

'$171

N e•:.' E:1g land

NiCiC.le Atlan·tic

South Central

Eountain
"acific
Total U.S.

24

@

~

9

170

4

174

Tables 3, 4, and 5 give estimates of the effect
of the energy program on different inco@e classes. rvith the
exception of the tax rebate data these sta·tistics wer.~ obtained
f::c:om analyses done by the ldashington Center for Hetropolitan
Studies and are totally independent of the estimates made
for the aggregate and regional ·inpacts in Tables 1 and 2. Hov~
ever, close examinatio:J. and comparison of Table .l with Table- 3
. t:.n.e
.'
ri
t a are conslst:.enx.
. .
.
s pecLclca
. ~ . l l~Y, th__ e wecu.an
. - .
h
th
s~.o~·TS
".at:.
~a
incowe of fa~ilies in 1972 was abcut $11,000. Assuming that
inflation has raised this to $13,000 the $969 total enercv
bill given in Ta~le 1 is bracketed by the $742 and $l085Jbills
given in Table 3 for the energy costs of the lower middle and
upper rr.iddle income class~s.
?_he other n~~~.bers in Table 3
are roughly consistent with Table 1.
-~

Tables 3 a~-:!. 4 illustr·=~te tha-7:. lo:.; ir:.C!00.~ 'gro~J.ps sp::;nd a.
larger propGrtio~ of their inco~2 on direct energy p~rchases
than hig~sr i~ca3e groups.
These tables also s~ow th~t t~e
tax rebate slightly offs~ts the a~erase increase in energy
costs cf t~~ ~~~r a~a ~~2 upp3r 2iddle income class,

~

THE ULLMAN PLAN

QUESTION:

.

:: ..
....
What do you think of the t·ax on business use of
.

... '~: ~-<: ,. ·. > ::' ~· .~.< ·..-··~·:·Oi~ :~~-:··c;1a.s p:a_~!3.e,~.·~:l<Y·. th~ )'?~y·s:•~·n.q·:·l-_1~ans.·.C.o.tiun~ t:t:~e~: :.:: ·.
ANSWER:

While I support the overall objective of taxing all
parts of the barrel of oil and an industry tax that
could accomplish that objective, the tax passed by
the Ways and Means Co~~ittee is too little too late.
It does not take effect until about 1980 and has
little conservation impact in this decade.
Further,
the tax has so many exemptions that it is not fully
effective.

.... ...

THE ULLMAN PLAN
QUESTION:

What are the shortcomings of the Ways and Means
Committee's legislation?

ANSWER:

Although we are still analyzing the impacts of the
Ways and Means bill, I have several major problems
with the legislation:

"-----/

*

The energy conservation achieved by the bill in
the next few years is extremely small when our
vulnerability is the greatest. The energy proposals I sent to Congress, on the other hand,
address the conservation measures needed to solve
the immediate crisis and also deal with the
increase in energy production over the long term.

*

The bill places an extraordinary emphasis on
taxing gasoline while ignoring the other parts
of the petroleum barrel.
(The gasoline tax could
be as high as $10 a barrel)

*

The bill contains an energy trust fund that is
unnecessary and too restrictive.

*

The bill is incomplete as a tax package bill
without a windfall profits tax to accompany
decontrol of old oil prices.

*

The bill contains a number of unnecessary
give-away provisions a·nd the result is large
revenue losses and small energy benefits.

QUESTION
Rog Morton said this morning that the President's oil tariff could be
"self defeating" if the cartel increased its oil prices to this country.
He further said under those circumstances that he would make a
recommendation to the President to remove the tariff.

ANSWER

tv-£,xi"d''c:> [;:C:..

1.

_jfi!D

In making decisions related to his energy program, the President ·
considered the various possibilities of world oil prices being
-"
·
lowered or increased by the producing nations. On this point, <{[/i.L;,~·
the President does not agree with the Secretary of Commerce
and has no intention of allowing_ this nation's domestic energy
policy to be redirected by the possible actions of the producing
nations. He is absolutely committed to a program which will
reduce our consumption of imported oil and bring on additional
domestic supplies so as to make this nation energy self-sufficient
by 1985 and that includes the tariff portion of his program.

Question:

Is it true that in your willingness to compromise with
Congressman Ullman, you have accepted a more
gradual approach to energy independence? Are you
letting up on your goal of reducing imports by two
million barrels per day in 1977? What about the
goal of one million barrels in 1975?

Answer:

We have not adopted a policy of gradualness in achieving
our energy goals- -the need to become energy-independent
is even more urgent today than it was when we proposed
our program in January.
We have attempted, however, to work with the Congress
to develop a position acceptable to both of us. The need
for tough action is urgent. We need to attain our conservation goals as insurance against possible disruption
of our oil needs by foreign suppliers.
The Congress has come a long way toward understanding
the energy problem. My energy advisors wilt continue
to work closely with the appropriate Congressional committees. At the request of the Democratic leadership,
I delayed my program for 60 days to give the Congress
the time to pass comprehensive energy legislation. They
only have about 40 days left to act.
I cannot, of course, accept any program which does not
allow us to achieve the basic goals I set forth in my
State of the Union address- -I cannot gamble with the
economic well-being of the Nation. The "gradualness
concept" simply runs counter to those objectives.

We have had a request for clarification of the President's goals
with respect to automobile mileage increases.

The President

believes that an increase in automobile miles per gallon is a
critical~

ingredient to any solution of our na1icm's energy

·.

problem.
Following an assessment by the Government's experts under
the leadership of Secretary Brinegar, a conclusion was reached
that a 40o/o increase in miles per gallon was achievable in the 1980
model year -- compared to the 1974 model year cars _.

The

1974 model year was used becauase that is the latest base year
for which

m

mileage performance and sales mix is known.

'1980 model year
The overall target for al}(cars sold in the U.S. is 19. 6 miles per
This is a 400/o increase over the 14 mile per gallon average

gallon.

for 1974 model years.
The agreement tha_t has been reached with the auto makers is
confined to the big 3 domestic companies: For9,, GM and Chrysler..,~
..

-~·<;

~

·-

.... ;!

Based upon estimates of.~ sales mix by company and auto
size, the average miles per gallon would have to be 18. 7X for the
Big Three.

That 18. 7 figure

~

compares to 13 miles per gallon

achieved in 1974 -- or an increase of 44o/o.

ENERGY -

OIL IMPORTS AND CONSUMPTION

THE "FAT"' HAS BEEN ESSENTIALLY RUNG OUT OF FUEL CONSUMP'IlON
N<YI' BY VOLUNTARY EFFORTS SO MUCH AS BY THE IITGHER PRICE IN
THE PAm' YEARo

11&1 AMERICAN FUEL CONSUMPTION US RElATIVELY

STABIE, NO INCREASE OR DECREASE 0
HCWEVER 1 DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF FUEL IS DIDPPING o THEREF<RE_,
EVEN WITH A CON3rANT DEMAND, IMPORTS ARE INCREASING BECAUSE
DOMESI'IC PRODUCTION IS DECLINING.
NATURAL GAS -A Sl:E CIAL CASE.

January 3, 1975

SUBJECT:

MEETING ~'liTH SCHLESINGER, ZARB
AND MORTON

Why are Schlesinger, Morton and Zarb meeting with the
PresJ.dent?

\

GUIDANCE:

On October 8, the President directed the Secretaries
of Defense and Interior to develop proposals and
recomrnenda tions directed toward the expl01ation
.
. >
and development of Naval Petroleum Reserve #4.(~
They are meeting today to present those proposals t~ft}o;vs
to the President.

f-L +

#I

f -e-f

-# l/

January 6, 1975
OIL, CHEMICAL AND ATOMIC
WORKERS MAY STRIKE

SUBJECT:

The Oil, Chemical and Atomic workers contract expires at
midnight, Tuesday, January"?. There is a very likely
possibility that"no agreement will be reached and the
workers will strike. The OCA is involved in refinery
production"which could have serious effects on oil
production.
Will the Administration intervene to prevent the OCA from
striking?
GUIDANCE:

We feel the collective bargaining process is
working, and we'll 'have no further comment at
this time.
FYI:

The President received a memo from Frank
Zarb on this in which Zarb recommended
we avoid any comment and express confidence
that the collective bargaining process
works. END FYI.

JGC

January 10, 1975

SUBJECT:

GOVERNORS FEEL· GOVERNMENT SHOULD
CONTROL OF~-SHORE OIL EXPLORATION

Coastal ~overnors and their representatives met this week
and called for revamping off shore drilling plans. They
believe that off-shore oil exploration should be placed under
the control of the Government, rather than industry.
Is the Administration considering putting off-shore oil
exploration unde;r the control of the Government?
GUIDANCE:
•

It is felt that the Government should not be
involved in oil exploration. Such a move,
according to Administration officials could
greatly delay getting the oil, and also be
extremely expensive.
We feel we can meet the state's legitimate concern with
close cooperation between the states and the federal gov't.

JGC
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January 10, 1975
SUBJECT:

OIL REFINERY WORKERS UNION
REACH AGREEMENT WITH GULF

Officials of the Oil Refinery Workers Union said they have
reached a tentatative agreement with Gulf Oil with a contract
calling for a 27% wage increase over the next two years.
Does the President consider the 27% increase agreed to by
Gulf and the Refinery Workers as inflationary?
GUIDANCE:

Since the contract agreed
Refinery Workers and Gulf
of some 60,000 employees,
premature and improper to
ment at this time.

to between the Oil
covers only 3,000 out
I think it would be
comment on the agree-

Did Bill Usery participate in these negotiations?
GUID&~CE:

It's my understanding that Mr. Usery did not
personally participate, but other members of
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
did participate.

JGC

January 10, 1975

SUBJECT:

GOVERNORS FEEL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
CONTROL OF~-SHORE OIL EXPLORATION

Coastal Governors and their representatives met this week
and called for revamping off shore drilling plans. They
believe that off-shore oil exploration should be placed under
the control of the Government, rather than industry.
Is the Administration considering putting off-shore oil
exploration under the control of the Government?
GUIDANCE:

It is felt that the Government should not be
involved in oil exploration. Such a move,
according to Administration officials could
greatly delay getting the oil, and also be
extremely expensive.

JGC

January 10, 1975
SUBJECT:

OIL REFINE~Y WORKERS UNION
REACH AGREEMENT WITH GULF

Officials of the Oil Refinery Workers Union said they have
reached a tentatative agreement with Gulf Oil with a contract
calling for a 27% wage increase over the next two years.
Does the President consider the 27% increase agreed to by
Gulf and the Refinery Workers as inflationary?
GUIDANCE:
.'I

Since the contract agreed
Refinery Workers and Gulf
of some 60,000 employees,
premature and improper to
ment at this time.

to between the Oil
covers only 3,000 out
I think it would be
comment on the agree-

Did Bill Usery participate in these negotiations?
GUIDANCE:

It's my understanding that Mr. Usery did not
personally participate, but other members of
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
did participate.

JGC
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January 17, 1975

SUBJECT:

-ERDA

.

The President met this morning with Dr. Robert Seamans, the new head ·
-of
_,the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA),
Rog Morton and Frank Zarb. They focused primarily on the longer range
aspects of the President's energy program which will involve the new
ERDA. The meeting was especially timely because the President has
signed a couple of days ago an Executive Order which activates ERDA
effective this Sunday, January 19.
As you know, the creation of ERDA means that. for the first time, we will
have centralized in one agency the major Federal energy research and
development programs. ERDA will work on technology for energy
conservation (such as advanced automob,ile engines and underground
power transmission) and is increasing ~rl'~r~ysupplies in all areas,
including fossil fuels, nuclear fission and fusiOJ.I!Ii, solar and geothermal energy.
Among ERDA's program which will have particll1lar importance for the
President's mid and longer term energy goals are:
Work on coal gasification and liquificatron technology which relates
to the President's goals of producing sym:thetic fuels equivalent
of l million barrels of oil per day by 19$5.
Further work on advanced nuclear fisswn reactors, including
the liquid metal fast breeder reactor whlch is a major program.
The nuclear fusion program which has been carried out by the
Atomic Energy Commission and the solar and geothermal energy
programs which are transferred from &e National Science
Foundation.
Dr. Seamans has been at work for the last few weeks getting ready for
the "launch" of ERDA on the 19th .

•

January 20, 1975
SUBJECT:

GASOLINE

What will be the average increase in the cost of gasoline
if the President's program is approved?
GUIDANCE:

'---

We have been saying that the President's progra~
would increase on an average all petroleum products
about 10¢ per gallon. However, as I mentioned
last week, FEA is proposing changes to their price
regulations which would limit the ways in which the
refineries could pass through these increased costs.
By these proposed regulations, refineries would be
prevented from disproportionately loading the
increased costs on to certain inelastic products,
such as heating oil and residual oil. As a result
of these proposed changes, there could be a disproportionate pass through on to gasoline. Therefore,
gasoline might increase 12¢ per gallon while heating
fuel would cnly increase 8¢ per gallon.

If gasoline is going to increase 12¢ or more per gallon, why
not just add a gasoline tax of 15¢ per gallon?
GUIDANCE:

It is our feeling and the feeling of the President's
Economic and Energy advisors that each 10¢ per galla~
increase in the cost of gasoline would achieve approximately a 250,000 gallon per day savings. Therefore,
in order to achieve a million barrel per day savings,
there would have to be an increase in the gasoline
''tax of approximately 40¢ per·"·~on.
We feel that in order to meet our objective of one
million barrel per day reduction of imports by
the end of 1975 and a two million barrel reduction
of imports by 1977, there must be an increase in
the cost of crude oil, and thus an increase in the
cost of all petroleum products.

JGC
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January 22, 1975
SUBJECT:

RATIONING
FOR YOUR INFORHATION

As i t has been discussed under a rationing program,. each
licensed driver would receive 8 to 9 gallons of gasoline
per week, or 36 gallons per month.
It is expected that if a person wishes additional coupons,
one could purchase these for 80¢ to $1.25 per coupon (one
coupon equals one gallon).
That individual would then
take that coupon to the gas station where he would still
have to pay the basic cost of a gallon of gas (approximately
·55¢). Therefore, the basic price of a gallon would be
the pump price (55¢) plus the coupon price (approximately
$1.20) or $1.75 per gallon.

JGC
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PROBLEHS WITH GASOLINE RATIONING·

--:--

-

:---~~-

:::_-:. .

--:-

To save l-million barrels per day, \vhile assuring aC.equate
fuel fo= business will mean
··

r.> mi ting each licensed driver to

-.

...

about~

gallons

1

p~~

·.. ,.

: ~ _..,_, ·. ./.- . ·. :c::-..,.:___,. •

!::

gallons/mont.~

:month, compared to current average of SO

~-~ ~ ~.z.·~-~..:$-~.;
.L-v~~ .
..
'
... .' . . . .. . . ··:;-:~-.. :'. . '. :··/'~ :. :
Restricting businesses to 10% less than their last · · ·
. .year's use

.

. : ~--~- ..·

-

. .. ~

R~~sing

the effective price of gasoline

.
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---
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(p~~p

---~.

.;.-

·-·
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... - :. ...
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plus·

cou?on price) to an estimated $1.50/gallon for those
w~o

&

must buy more than their basic ration

Gasoli~e

short
long·

-

rationing, while i t may limit

~~~,

te~

conslli~ption

in the

makes no contribution whatsoever to our mid and
goals of energy independence.

Rationing provides no stimulus to increas.ing domestic _
petroleum supply or bringing nn alternate energy sources

By concentrating exclusively om private vehicles,
n~=~

other fruitful areas for energy conservation

c.=-2 ::8::

addressed - such as inproved industrial

e££i::::_e~cy, better constructeift and insulated buildi'ngs,.

less

-:;.;~s-t:eful

-~ -.:"T:Z;~:~~0~i'~~-:·2=-~~5:;_-cc:-.:c~:::;~ "·~-~ ,}>~=""
·---:-

use of electric.it:y and natural

g~s.

complexities of even the
most carefully

_;

dyn~cs

d~signed

rationing system, and the

of our society, a rationing scheme is

l ;.,.,.; ted to a useful life of no more than tw·o years.

o

There are many inequities in even the best rationing syste:n .

. A divorced secretary

t;'li th

two children living in the

suburbs who commutes 16 miles each way to Yfjrk in

.--· .. '8 '11/J

a car getting 12 NPG will :experience·..a~- increase

..

in her commuting costs, because she must purchase

~additional

coupons .each month at an average cost
.f ~~
.
of :r.l:-9~ each .. This. a..-nounts to about ~908'/yefr. /N

\.Zo

cult/,· f, 9 ,...;,_

'.

c os J.

A blue-collar worker w·ho owns a car that gets only
I

9

on

~~les/gallon
~is

can drive just over

3'2. t()

~miles/month

basic ration, and could not easily afford to

purchase a new, more efficient automobile.

On the

othe= hand, an affluent neighbor can readily trade
in his equally inefficient old car to purchase one
getting better than _22 HPG.

over~ miles

This allmvs him to drive

on the same allotment of coupons .
.

S~stantial

regional inequities exist.

The average

drive= in·some rural states such as Hontana ·travels
~ea=ly

600 miles per month versus about 300 in less

•
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.
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.

·,..::,:-
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.:~'--~=~~:~~!::f?:~~tt~:-~-~~~
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..-
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rural states such as Ne\.; York and Ne\., Jersey.

;"

-Similar _
-

:.·.

inequity exists between city dwellers and suburbanites.
' -

A fam-ily of 4 ·with bvo licensed drivers and one 15
}~G

car which had to move from New York tq California

would nave to use 2-1/2 months of its coupons to make
~e ~ave.
One out of every five families moves every
~

. - .. . .

..

.

,,

year.

A

cert~in

number of very poor persons, such

__,;-.,-: ·I

a~

- -··

<--

-~;;·

-__ ,c-~ ~

migrants,

i

i

drive iarge distances each year.

They can neit~er

afford to buy additional nor are alternative methods

.·_

.

\ '\. ()..~.

o:: transportation available.
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T~e recreation and tourism industry\is impacted far

.·":

~ore

•O

A

heavily than any other sector of the

rati.o.,..~ng

econo~y.

system carries.with it an inescapable portion

of bureaucracy and inconvenience.

Because coupons are t~ansferable, they must be picked
up by each dr~ver'ih persqn.-t»imonthly at post offices.
\

.

. f

L-0:1g lines and delays are inev_itable.

_

- -

!·3tching coupons and gasoline' supplies is by r.o means
,:.ssured ..
=~"'g

Spot shortages are inescapable, especially

the initial phases o:f .:the. program.-
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Gas stations, witn limited quantities to sell, are_·
11nlikely to maintain. more than the most limited service
~ours.

Evening and weekend closings are almost a

certainty.

e

The

goverTh~ent

would be involved in many new aspects of au=

everyday life, adding burdens of complexity.
Gasoline Rationing can be implemented but i t is
.

.

complex, expensive, and at best a short term solution •
It takes 4-6 months to implement, about 15 to 20,000
full-time people and $2 Billion in Federal costs,
uses 40,000 post offices for distribution,

~~d

requires

.

3,000 state and local boards to handle exceptions.

The government rather than normal market forces,
decides which new businesses are eligible for an
allocation of gasoline coupons, and how rapidly
businesses can expand their gasoline use.

The government decides on a case by case basis .if
special circumstances -o;-1arrant extra coupon,s (.i.e.,
the handicapped, poor people who prive long distances,

.

etc.) .

Althouc;h lm-1 income. people sho.uld be able to b€me::it
by selling their excess coupons, it is not unlikely
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information,
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will buy large quantities of coupons from the poor

at low prices in order to resell them at high prices
to the ~ore affluent.

The poteP-tial income benefits

o£ the rationing program will be garnered by those
entrepreneurs rather-than by the poor.
•

·

.. -- - I

...

;

f

-

.

OVO-r time, people will tend to concentrate more on
_beating the system than saving fuel.
to problems

~f

collusion, counterfeiting and other

illegal activities.
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This will lead
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January 22, 1975
BREAKDOWN OF GASOLINB USAGE

SUBJECT:

Million Gallons Per Day
Present Usage
Private
Business & Commercial
Government
TOTAL

*

205*

Usage w/rationing
169**

57

51

8

8

270

228

125 million licensed drivers

** 140 million licensed drivers

JGC

~nergy

Program and Mass Transit

Question:
Obviously, mass transit is a key ingredient in any
energy conservation program. Why didn't the President address this problem in his energy plan?
Answer:
The President's energy program very definitely does
recognize the critical role of public transportation,
expecially mass transit within our cities.
First, if Congress enacts the Pres:ii.dent's energy tax
and fee proposals there will be immediately created a
special rebate which will help off~t increased transit
costs.
This comes from the $2 bilJlion \'lhich has been
earmarked to be returned to state 2nd local governments to offset their increased fw:,l costs. These funds
will be distributed under the generral revenue sharing
formula.
Increased costs incurred by the state and local
governments because of tus operatimns and other forms of
transit would be eligible to for ~ese funds.
Secondly, the President will rely llr.eavily on th:::;'t;i\1 he
strongly supported during the "Lame Duck" session of the
93rd Congress and which he signed Bnto law last Qonth.
This provides $11.8 billion over a six-year period for
mass transit.
Fo·r the first time tt:his bill will permit
federal funds to be used, on a limtited basis, for operatin~
expenses incurred by mass transit ~ystems.
Furthermore,
this is the largest federal comitnmnt in history to
mass transit.
Under this new program the federal government will increase
its funding level to over $1.5 bil]ion*over the next _
fiscal year.
In addition to this tthe states and ciiies can
use a portion of their highway fum:ils for mass transit
projects.
The President expects tfuat federal funding
for transit over the next year wilD be 100% greater than
it was two years ago and this is a ten fold increase over
1970.
*

Exact amount $1.7 billion-- tG be released in budget.
M. Duval
]/22/75

PAGE 2

JACKSON BILL-GAS RATIONING

Didn't the Senator basically take your previous legislation
and introduce it?
GUIDANCE:

It is our understanding that the Senator did
take basically our bill, but added various
amendments to it. Some of the amendments need
a more thorough review so we can have a better
understanding of just what they mean.
(For
example, apparently one amendment calls for the
establishment of a stragetic petroleum stockpile.
We feel this is not the time to be buying oil
on the markets at today's prices in sufficient
quantities to store enough oil for three years'
use.)

Did the White House agree on this compromise legislation?
GUIDANCE:

From reading Senator Jackson's letter of yesterday,
the fourth paragraph begins with, "It is my earnest
hope that your Administration will be able to support
this measure." Therefore, I think this is selfexplanatory.

JGC

January 22, 1975
Oil. IMPORTS

SUBJECT:

For Your Information
Listed below is the average number of barrels imported
per day into the u.s. since 1960.
*Note that the

u.s.

was a net exporter until 1967.
MMB/D

1960
1965
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1977
1985

1.8*
2.5*
3.4
3.9
4.7
6.2
6.1**
6.6
8.0
12.0

:**This lower import figure for 1974 is because of the embargo.
February 1974 imports were 5.2 mmb/d, while November 1974
imports were 6.8.
December imports show: 12/6-6.8 mmb/d;
12/13-7.8, 12/20-7.3.
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January 23, 1975
SUBJECT:

BREAKDOWN ON ONE MILLION
BARRELS PER DAY SAVINGS
ON PETROLEUM ~ ~~~~~

J-

~

r

--~~.

You are asking for an across-the-board cutback in all petroleum
usage. How much of that will be in gasoline, heating fuel, ·etc.?
DEMAND SAVINGS
B/day

G/da;:t (millions)

Gasoline

(40%)

400,000

17

Heating Oil

( 25 %)

250,000

10.5

Residual Oil_

( 25 %)

250,000

10.5

Other
( 10%)
Jet Fuel
Petro Chemical
Feed Stocks, etc.

100,000

4.2

~·/~u..~

~I.tl ''>-0_

(one gallon per week)
Under the President's propos~all drivers would save four
to five gallons per mont~r use approximately 46 gallons
per month versus 50 gallons now being used.
Under rationing, drivers wou.ld be forced to use 14 gall_2lls
-ress per month or 3.5 gallons per week.

rea z~l-<...~\
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January 23, 1975
SUBJECT:

BREAKDOWN ON ONE MILLION
BARRELS PER DAY SAVINGS
ON PETROLEUM

You are asking for an across-the-board cutback in all petroleum
usage. How much of that will be in gasoline, heating fuel, etc.?
DEMAND SAVINGS

;•

·:

B/day

G/day (millions)

Gasoline

( 40%)

400,000

17

Heating Oil

( 25%)

250,000

10.5

Residual Oil

(25%)

250,000

10.5

Other
(10%)
Jet Fuel
Petro Chemical
Feed Stocks, etc.

100,000

4.2

(one gallon per week)
Under the President's propos~~all drivers would save four
to five gallons per montr~r use approximately 46 gallons
per month versus 50 gallons now being used.
Under rationing, drivers would be forced to use 14 gallons
less per month or 3.5 gallons per week.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 23, 1975
NATIONAL SECURITY RATIONALE FOR OIL FEE ACTION
In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee today,
·Secretary Simon will present the national security rationale which
allows the President to sign the oil proclamation without going
through the lengthy process prescribed by law.
The attached two pages give that rationale.

- q -

MR. (HAIRMANJ !.BELIEVE THAT A CLEARER CASE COULD NOT
BE MADE FOR THE USE IN THIS CASE OF THE STATUTORY AUTHORITY
CONTAINED IN SECTION

232.
NATIONAL SECURITY.·

--

JHE~IEST WHICH MUST.BE MET UNDER SECTION
EXPANSION AcT OF

1962

232

OF THt TRADE

IN ORDER TO AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO

ACTJ IS THAT PETROLEUM "IS BEING IMPORTED INTO THE UNITED STATES
'

IN SUCH QUANTITIES OR UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES AS TO THREATEN

---TO IMPAIR

,

TH~ NATIONAL SECURITY,"

IN

MAKING A DETERMINATION

UNDER THE STATUTEJ THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY TAKES INTO
CONSIDERATION A NUMBER OF FACTORSJ PROBABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT

-

OF WHICH IS THAT THE ECONOMIC WELFARE OF THE COUNTRY IS CLOSELY
TIED TO THE .....
NAT"!jl'lAL.SEOJ.R..l-~¥-0-E-:~HE C.OUNTRY
,.~-·
ANYONE WHO LIVED THROUGH THE 1973-1974 OIL EMBARGO AND

--

-

I

WATCHED THE SEVERE EFFECT IT HAD ON OUR ECONOMYJ AND ANYONE WHO
READS IN THE PAPERS THAT OV~R TWO BILLION DOLLARS ARE LEAVING
THIS COUNTRY EVERY MONTH TO PAY FOR PETROLEUM IMPORTSJ COULD
HARDLY CONCLUDE THAT OIL IMPORTS DO NOT POSE A THREAT TO OUR
NATIONAL SECURITY.
THE FOLLOWING FACTSJ IN MY VIEW, AMPLY JUSTIFY THE CONCLUSIO~;
THAT OIL IMPORTS THREATEN TO IMPAIR OUR NATIONAL SECURITY:

(1)

PETROLEUM IS A UNIQUE COMMODITYJ ENTERING INTO ALMOST
EVERY FACET OF OUR ECONOMY, EITHER AS THE FUEL FOR
TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS AND PEOPLE OR AS THE RAW MATERIAl
FOR A MYRIAD OF PRODUCTS LIKE FERTILIZER AND PETROCH~MIC,

..

f

.... --;.:-··

....._

~--·

- 5(2)

WE ARE NOW H·1PORTING ABOUT 40% OF OUR TOTAL PETROLEW·l
CONSUMPTION;

(3)

rtu
f/1!

ONLY A SMALL PORTION OF THESE IMPORTS CAN BE DEEMED
TO BE SECURE FROM INTERRUPTION IN THE EVENT OF A
POLITICAL OR MILITARY CRISIS;

(4)

MOST OF THE COUNTRIES WHICH EXPORT THE OIL THAT WE
IMPORT ARE ORGANIZED INTO A CARTEL WHICH HASJ AT THE
I

PRESENT TIMEJ SUCCESSFULLY MAXIMIZED OIL PRICES AT A
'

.

LEVEL FOUR TIMES THAT WHICH PREVAILED PRIOR TO THE

'

Et1BARGO;

(5)

THE OUTFLOW OF

U. S.

$25

FUNDS AT AN ANNUAL RATE bF

BILLION TO THOSE OIL-RICH COUNTRIES GREATLY ENHANCES
THEIR ECONGr,liC AND POLITICAL Pm·JER

Ai~D HEAKC:i~S

OUR

m·;~I

AND THAT OF OUR ALLIES;

(6)

fiNALLYJ ALTHOUGH WE CANNOT AT THE PRESENT TIMEJ WITH
SAFETY J STOP THE I fv1PORT OF ALL PETROLEW1 TO THIS

COUriT~Y _, \

THE CONSERVATION OF ONE MILLION BARRELS PER DAY IS BOTH

\
l

NECESSARY AND DESIRABLE,

(7)

OVER THE LONGER TERMJ AN ECONOMIC MILIEU MUST BE CREAT~D
WHICH WILL WEAN US AWAY FROM RELIANCE ON PETROLEUM

IM?J~TS.

~----

MR. CHAIRMANJ IN THE FACE OF THESE FACTSJ THE ONLY CONCLUSION

I COULD POSSIBLY HAVE REACHED ~1AS THAT IMMED lATE ACTION WAS NEED~D
TO REDUCE OUR RELIANCE ON IMPORTED PETROLEUM AND THAT A FAILURE TO
TAKE PROMPT ACTION \'IOULD INDEED SEVERELY THREATEN OUR NATIONAL
SECURITY.

January 24, 1975
SUBJECT:

FROM WHOM DO WE IMPORT

TOTAL

6 Million

OPEC Countries
Arab
Non-Arab

PETROLEU~

3,760 Million (63%)
964,000 (16%)
2,800,000 (47%)

Non-OPEC Countries

2,240 Million (37%)

This is November data and is the most recent and most
complete data available.
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January 24, 1975
SUBJECT:

COST OF THE PRESIDENT'S
ENERGY TAX PROGRAM

Several reports say that President Ford's energy tax package
could cost the average household an additional $519 per year.
The reports cite new figures released by the FEA.
Why has FEA previouslyestimated the cost per family at.$250$275, and now puts out figures stating the average increase
per household is $345? . .
--r- //
.
~u /'t.2.lJ-<--#" .... ._ · -~

GUIDANCE:

-<:--11.,.-'

o-c---~~u~ -

FEA has estimated the total average cost of
the increased energy will be $275 per year per
household. This includes direct costs of $171
and indirect costs of $104~
In yesterday's meeting with the Governors, FEA
did have statistics available which showed that
at the very worst, and the highest possible estimate.
_total ener_gy~ost§___ could increase $345
per year per householdL This included direct
costs of $171 and, on their calculations, indirect
costs of $174; $70 more than we feel will actually
pe charged. In other words, if all indirect costs
w~~e passed along, the estimates could go as high
as $345a'E--1::he outside. Rowever~xperience has
- shownthat--firms cannot and do not pass--fhrougi1
eve-ry cent of J.ncreased Cos-t:-Agood--exampie ___
fhis J.s--'Ehe auto J.ndustry.
---- ---- --------~---

of

One article I saw showed that direct energy costs
would be $345 and indirect costs would be $174,
for a total of([~ What that did not recognize
was that the $345 did include the $174 of indirect
costs.

\
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January 24, 1975
SUBJECT:

MISCELLANEOUS

ENERG~

Once the President's full program is in effect, how much
will the price of gasoline increase? And uhat factors
will cause the increase?
GUIDANCE:

Gasoline will increase about 10¢ per gallon.
2¢ - import fee - crude oil
3¢ - excise tax - domestic crude oil
5¢ - decontrol of old oil

Without Congressional action on excise tax, how much will
the President's program increase gasoline?
GUIDANCE:

About the same - 10¢.
3-5¢ - $3 increase in import fee
5¢
- decontrol of old oil

What amount of oil do we expect to be importing in 1985?
GUIDANCE:

About 5 million barrels per day, out of 21 or
22 million barrels, or slightly over 20%.

JGC

January 24, 1975
SUBJECT:

COST OF THE PRESIDENT'S
ENERGY TAX PROGRAM

Several reports say that President Ford's energy tax package
could cost the average household an additional $519 per year.
The reports cite new figures released by the FEA.
\
Why has FEA previously estimated the cost per family at $250$275, and now puts out figures stating the average increase
per household is $345?
GUIDANCE:

FEA has estimated the total average cost of
the increased energy will be $275 per year per
household. This includes direct costs of $171
and indirect costs of $104.
In yesterday's meeting with the Governors, FEA
did have statistics available which showed that
at the very worst, and the highest possible estimate,
total energy costs could increase $345
per year per household. This included direct
costs of $171 and, on their calculations, indirect
costs of $174; $70 more than we feel will actually
be charged.
In other words, if all indirect costs
were passed along, the estimates could go as high
as $345 at the outside. However, experience has
shown that firms cannot and do not pass through
every cent of increased cost. A good example of
this is the auto industry.
One article I saw showed that direct energy costs
would be $345 and indirect costs would be $174,
for a total of $519. What that did not recognize
was that the $345 did include the $174 of indirect
costs.
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January 24, 1975
SUBJECT:

PRICE OF GASOLINE AT THE PUMP

How is the price of gasoline at the pump determined?
'

GUIDANCE:

FEA regulations allow a gas station owner to
figure his cost as follows: cost plus ~k~~
Total markup nationwide, on an average, is
10¢. However, because of the soft economy,
only about 7¢ to 8¢ is normally being charged.
Therefore, in some areas, gasoline dealers
could still increase the price of gasoline
2¢ or 3¢ and still be within FEA price
regulations.

What is included in the markup?
GUID&~CE:

The markup includes an individual's profit
plus his expenses, and this would normally
total about _7¢.
FEA. has then- last year
~an additional 3¢ to reflect other
-non-producf-c6sts1ncurred si_nce May of 197_,3.
These- WOtiraoe lilCreased taXeS 1 rent 1 neW
pumps for leaded gasoline, etc.

Automobile Horsepower Taxes
Taxes could be designed to make the purchase of
inefficient autos less attractive to consumers,
such as by taxing horsepower, and thus reduce
gasoline consumption. This is a legitimate proposal which received serious consideration by the
Administration but which was rejected for the
following reasons:
•

taxing automobiles on efficiency misses
the target; it penalizes consumers on
the basis of potential fuel consumption
rather than actual fuel consumption.
Large cars are often used in an efficient
manner, in a car pool for instance, while
even the most efficient cars can be used
in extremely wasteful ways. Likewise
large cars can be tuned and repaired
properly to maintain efficiency while
small cars be allowed to deteriorate
through neglect. Consumers who prefer
larger vehicles, maintain them well, and
use them wisely should not be penalized,
while others who prefer smaller vehicles
but disdain maintenance and drive them
abusively go unburdened .

• a tax on big cars would provide little
help for the Nation's current energy
problems. Not until 1980 at the earliest
would the majority of autos on the road be
affected by such a tax, thus the benefits
of greater auto efficiency would accrue
only slowly and would not be fully realized
for at least a decade. Our critical conservation needs are between now and 1980 .

•

A reasonable horsepower tax is not likely to
work because the purchasers of big cars are
the least sensitive to price .

•

Some people have legitimate need for large
cars for use in their business or for transporting large families.
It is not fair to
penalize them. Also, higher prices on new
cars will force up the prices of used cars,
thus penalizing lower income families.

2
Government policies are most effective when they
specifically address the problem. Our problem is
to reduce gasoline consumption.
It is not to ban
big cars. Thus the President's proposals -- to
increase the cost of gasoline and require Detroit
to make cars 40% more energy efficient -- will meet
our energy conservation goals without inequities.

M. Duval
1/27

January 28, 1975

'

·~.

SU:aJECT:

WHERE DOES FEA GET ITS FIGURES?

In yesterday's briefing, you were asked where FEA gets its
figures for the increased cost in energy if the President's
p~ogram is enacted.
Listed below is a breakdown used by FEA:
Gasoline:

Consumption estimates have been derived from a
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) survey of gasoline use by region.

Heating Oil: Consumption estimates were obtained frc~ a
BLS survey in the same manner as for gasoline.
Natural Gas: The quantities and prices for natural gas were
obtained from analyses that are being performed
by the Office of Economic Impact, the Feceral
Energy Administration.
Electricity: Electricity costs increases were estimated by
the Office of Data, the Federal Energy A~~inistrati=~.
The income distribution figures were obtained from analyses
done by the Washington Center for Metropolitan studies.
After obtaining the base data from the above mentioned
organizations, FEA then assembles the final figures.

JGC
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Question - In your State of the Union address you said that
the budget would have no new spending programs
except for energy. If that is true, why are you
proposing funds for the B-1 bomber and a new
fighter?

Answer -

Both the defense programs you mention represent continuation of developments begun earlier. When I
refer to "new" programs, I mean totally new objectives.
In the Defense Department and in other
agencies as well, specific projects will be starting
or expanding just as other projects will be disappearing.

Question - In your State of the Union Address, you said that no
new spending programs would be initiated this year
except for energy. What do you mean by that statement?
Answer

- When I refer to initiation of new programs, I mean
programs that give us new objectives. Obviously,
every budget must include individual projects which
are starting or expanding, just as every budget
shows that other projects are being completed. My
reference was to new and major initiatives that
would cause significant spending in the future.

January 28, 1975
SUBJECT:

WHERE DOES FEk GET ITS FIGURES?

In yesterday's briefing, you were asked where FEA gets its
figures for the increased cost in energy if the President's
p~ogram is enacted.
Listed below is a breakdown used by FEA:
Gasoline:

Consumption estimates have been derived from a
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) survey of gasoline use by region.

Heating Oil: Consumption estimates were obtained from a
BLS survey in the same manner as for gasoline.
Natural Gas: The quantities and prices for natural gas were
obtained from analyses that are being performed
by the Office of Economic Impact, the Federal
Energy Administration.
Electricity: Electricity costs increases were estimated by
the Office of Data, the Federal Energy Administration.
The income distribution figures were obtained from analyses
done by the Washington Center for Metropolitan studies.
After obtaining the base data from the above mentioned
organizations, FEA then assembles the final figures.
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January 29, 1975
SUBJECT:

'DATE FOR TAX REBMES

~ddie Heironimus, Director of the IRS Center at Andover,
Mass., said that the earliest the computer system could
start returning tax rebates would be August.

Is it true that the IRS will not be able to begin tax rebates
until August? How does this date compare with the Preside:::t
saying tax rebates would begin in Maz?
GUIDANCE:

It's my understanding that Mr. Heironimus was not
aware of the special arrangements which have been
made in connection with the tax rebate checks.
The plan is still as we have discussed previously.
If the legislation on the tax rebate is enacted by
April 1, the first rebate schedule will be sent to
the regional disbursing centers of the Treasury
Department by May 16. Approximately one week later,
the tax rebate checks should begin flmving to the
public.
FYI:

...

The bulk of the rebate checks will probably
not get out until June; however, the majority
should definitely be out by the end of June .
END FYI.

I might just further point out that it is to every
one's advantage to file your income tax return
as soon as possible.
The IRS will process some
67 million returns, and the amount of the rebate
cannot be determined until you have filed your
return.
Once you have filed, your name is placed
on the IRS master file for the purpose of a rebate,
so obviously the sooner you file your return, the
sooner your name goes on the master file, and the
sooner you receive your rebate check.
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